Sonis 2012

I'm not sure what some people do with their cars. One is a Sedan and the other is a Hatch. I like
the sedan a bit better because is is actually longer, giving more cargo space in most cases.
Plus, due to aerodynamics, the sedan gets better MPG, especially on the highway, where we
routinely get 37 MPG out of that car. But, I also like the hatch, because it has the bigger wheels
and fog lights. If it only got the same MPG There have been a few recall issues, but not many.
The only odd thing on the sedan was the air intake hose between the air box and manifold
cracked on the sedan and that tripped the engine light. Also, we are starting to get some
thermostat codes popping on the one with 75k miles on it. Other than that, we have about K
miles combined and ONE unexpected repair. BTW tie rods and ball joints on smaller cars are
almost routine maintenance when driving on Michigan roads. Overall pretty good repair record,
in my opinion. These are good cars for the money. The insurance is reasonable we are over 50
they ride pretty well for being so small, especially compared to the imports. We live in Michigan
and have full sets of snow tires for these cars, since the factory tires are useless in the snow.
But, with the right tires, they are good in winter. I routinely drive though inches of snow and
isolated patches up to a foot and have never been stranded. The sedan was rear-ended early on,
and the fix was done well at the dealership. We take care of our cars and these have been
particularly trouble-free. But, a lot of younger people buy these cars and maybe they don't take
care of them. Also, a lot of used Sonics are coming on the market now from rental fleets, so
they might not have been cared for that well either. The flood of rental returns is also lowering
the resale right now. All things considered, I'd buy another one tomorrow, probably a turbo LT
sedan. They are pretty good cars, my only recent gripe being a few rattles have developed, but
they are cheap and easy to fix. The dealer put a replacement set of plastic stabilizer bar links on
the with only 5k miles and there was a TSB put out for a bad seal between the engine and
transmission on the car with the turbo engine. That leak was fixed at no cost to me. Still good
cars, but the cooling systems on them do tend to get leaks and cracks in the plastic parts. None
of these parts are expensive or difficult to replace for a DIY person, but bleeding the air out of
the system after repairs is nearly impossible. I had to take them to a local shop to have them do
it for me because we had air in the heater core and it was 20 below zero outside They pressure
tested it and everything was good, but then a month or so later, the water pump started weeping
coolant, and it was due for a timing belt A few months after that I traded it off. The now has 20k
miles on it and the rear shocks are starting to go bad - another common but inexpensive issue. I
did this on at least one of the others and it was easier than I thought, but I'm waiting until spring
to do this car. I still recommend these cars, but you really need to get the right deal on them, as
I did on two of the three I bought. They do tend to have some issues, but they are inexpensive
repairs if done yourself and none of them ever left us stranded anywhere. I actually never
replaced any of the batteries. Just purchased a week ago. Car rides and handles great. Had a
hard time finding the turbo model - bought it sight unseen as it was in-transit to the dealer.
Makes driving enjoyable again my previous car was a mini-van. Getting great fuel mileage, so
far, averaging about 36 with a high of 41 and that's doing about 70 on the highway. Comfortable
seating and looking forwards to a cross-country trip this summer. This was my first new car
purchase after college. I've grown up driving Hyundai, Mercury, Ford, etc, but never a Chevrolet.
The dealer and service support is fantastic, and this car is worth every penny. After 50k miles,
I've only needed one minor repair on the fuel valve, and the warranty covered everything. This
car has some road noise, but that's what happens when you're in a small, fast car low to the
ground on the highway. Yes, gas and brakes are sensitive in the best way possible - I've lived in
Dallas for four years and have never gotten in an accident, thanks to the amazing brake
response. Acceleration is super easy - I've caught myself speeding a few times without meaning
to. The car handles well and the alignment is still perfect four years after purchasing. There is
major storage space. The only drawback is that the car IS little, so not perfect for roadtrips of 4
or more people, considering rear seat space. The size of the car makes up for it since there's no
parking space too small for this car, but it totally doesn't feel like a small car from the driver or
front passenger seat. Perfect for families of three or less. Definitely would buy again. I grew up
up on Pintos, Dusters, and other rust buckets. Plus I have rented 's of car of all various makes
and models. This is by far the biggest bang for the buck I have ever owned or drove. I have the
base model purchased at a steep discount but the car still far exceeds my expectations. The 1. It
feels quick, handles great, and is reasonably comfortable and quiet. Picked up a new 1. The
drive home was minimal hiway, mainly a mile route on state back roads and through small
villages. The car handles very nicely, and is very comfortable front seat for over 3 hrs. I've read
a number of online reviews and the pickup was as advertised with the turbo. With a real mix of
driving I averaged just over 37 mpg, and it was in cold weather. The controls are pretty intuitive,
and the simple drivers side arm rest a small but nice feature plenty of smaller cars lack this.
Plenty of storage places all around. I'm hoping to add to this review after it is broken in. Popular

searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sonic. View Photos. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. I own TWO
Sonics Read this Review! Sonic LTZ Turbo 1. Items per page:. Write a review See all Sonics for
sale. Sponsored cars related to the Sonic. Sign Up. The Chevrolet Sonic replaces last year's
Aveo subcompact. The Sonic new sedan and five-door hatch were conceived by a global
General Motors team before being fine-tuned for local markets. Chevy is pitching it as the
Cruze's little brother. It also gets the Cruze's powertrain choices. The Sonic's base engine is a
horsepower 1. The optional engine, a smaller turbocharged 1. It features so-called
"motorcycle-inspired" interior and exterior design elements: large analog tachometer and large
center-mounted speedometer; and round headlights and taillights. Relative to the class, seats
are comfortable, the cabin is quiet, and ride is smooth. GM engineers say the Sonic's standard
alloy wheels helped them tune out much of the noise, harshness, and vibration. Both body
styles offer a decent amount of room for cargo and four adults. Chevy is marketing the Sonic to
young city dwellers who need lots of space in a small, easy to maneuver package that is fun to
drive. Body styles: Four-door hatchback, four-door sedan Engines: 1. The Sonic replaces the
unloved Aveo as Chevy's all-new subcompact sedan and hatchback. Two engine choices are
available. Both produce horsepower, but the optional, smaller turbocharged 1. The turbo engine
also gets better fuel economy. The Sonic comes with electronic power steering and StabiliTrak
electronic stability control standard. Satellite radio, USB, and Bluetooth are available. Remote
start, heated front seats and sunroof are also options. The Sonic is an attractive car, whether as
a sporty five-door hatchback or traditional four-door sedan. The hatchback's rear door handles
are hidden in the C-pillar. Its round headlights and taillights are said to be influenced by
motorcycle design cues. All hatchbacks come with a small rear spoiler. In the front, Chevrolet's
signature two-piece grille with chrome trim is highlighted. All wheels from the base inch wheel
on the LS to the inch wheel on the LTZ are alloy, which Chevy engineers say help reduce noise,
vibration and harshness. It also gives each model a more upscale look. The interior of the
Sonic--particularly its gauge cluster, is motorcycle-inspired. It has a large analog tachometer
left of center and a large centrally-mounted digital speedometer that gives it a sporty feel while
being easy to read. Two large cubbies book-end the center stack and radio and climate controls
are easy to use. Seats are comfortable and supportive and the LTZ's heated leatherette front
seats give it a premium feel. Rear seats fold flat opening the hatch from The sedan holds OnStar
is standard. Satellite radio, USB, and Bluetooth are optional. The Sonic has body roll through
the twisties but offers lots of grip. It averaged a respectable 0. Although the Sonic is heavier
than most of its competitors, the car's turbocharged engine produces enough torque to put it
near the top of its class in acceleration. The Sonic was able to reach 60 mph in 8. The Sonic is
equipped with 10 airbags standard: dual-stage air bags for the driver and the front passenger,
head curtain airbags, seat mounted side-impact airbags for front and rear passengers, knee air
bags driver and front passenger knee. Front disc brakes and rear drums work with an anti-lock
braking system to bring the Sonic to a stop from 60 mph in feet. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many
variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All
Specs. Chevrolet Sonic Expert Review motortrendauthor. Handling Power and acceleration Fuel
economy Stopping ability. Every reason we need to forget the Aveo. All Model Years Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
Asking yourself what is near me? We have a huge selection of Certified Pre-Owned vehicles and
would love to have the opportunity to answer what is my trade worth. Visit us at It is equipped
with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. This
vehicle is sold in AS-IS condition, with no warranty or guarantee either expressed or implied.
You will pay all costs for any repairs. The dealer assumes no responsibility or liability in
connection with the sale of this vehicle. Gets up to 34 mpg! See sales for details. Horsepower
calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy calculations based on original
manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Once you've chosen your next car, our team of
financing experts are trained to sort through various auto loans in order to help you find the
right one for your needs. We also work with all Credit Unions in the local area. Right off route
Only 87, Miles! This Chevrolet Sonic boasts a Gas I4 1. Recent Arrival! Odometer is miles below
market average! We can get you financed regardless of your credit score, so please dont
hesitate to give us a call at to see how we can help you! Come see how easy and fun buying a
car can be at Escondido Auto Super Center. Internet special pricing cannot be combined with
any other offer. Visit us today and let us show you how. Since The vehicle is Silver with a Black
interior. Sharp creases, exposed headlamps and motorcycle-inspired design cues set the Sonic
apart from others in the segment, while good fit and finish and standard forged alloy wheels,

even on the base model, keep it from looking cheap. Financing available through banks, credit
unions, secondary lenders and in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates
as low as 2. Programs available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable,
but not guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase
decision. All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not
include additional fees such as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer
document preparation fees, and emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special
price may not be compatible with subsidized subprime financing. Second key, floor mats, and
owners manual may not be available on all pre-owned vehicles. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan Hatchback Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic
Manual Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders Interior Color
Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. Check Availability. Close Music City Honda - Mt. Title
issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I own TWO Sonics Read this
Review! I'm not sure what some people do with their cars. One is a Sedan and the other is a
Hatch. I like the sedan a bit better because is is actually longer, giving more cargo space in
most cases. Plus, due to aerodynamics, the sedan gets better MPG, especially on the highway,
where we routinely get 37 MPG out of that car. But, I also like the hatch, because it has the
bigger wheels and fog lights. If it only got the same MPG There have been a few recall issues,
but not many. The only odd thing on the sedan was the air intake hose between the air box and
manifold cracked on the sedan and that tripped the engine light. Also, we are starting to get
some thermostat codes popping on the one with 75k miles on it. Other than that, we have about
K miles combined and ONE unexpected repair. BTW tie rods and ball joints on smaller cars are
almost routine maintenance when driving on Michigan roads. Overall pretty good repair record,
in my opinion. These are good cars for the money. The insurance is reasonable we are over 50
they ride pretty well for being so small, especially compared to the imports. We live in Michigan
and have full sets of snow tires for these cars, since the factory tires are useless in the snow.
But, with the right tires, they are good in winter. I routinely drive though inches of snow and
isolated patches up to a foot and have never been stranded. The sedan was rear-ended early on,
and the fix was done well at the dealership. We take care of our cars and these have been
particularly trouble-free. But, a lot of younger people buy these cars and maybe they don't take
care of them. Also, a lot of used Sonics are coming on the market now from rental fleets, so
they might not have been cared for that well either. The flood of rental returns is also lowering
the resale right now. All things considered, I'd buy another one tomorrow, probably a turbo LT
sedan. They are pretty good cars, my only recent gripe being a few rattles have developed, but
they are cheap and easy to fix. The dealer put a replacement set of plastic stabilizer bar links on
the with only 5k miles and there was a TSB put out for a bad seal between the engine and
transmission on the car with the turbo engine. That leak was fixed at no cost to me. Still good
cars, but the cooling systems on them do tend to get leaks and cracks in the plastic parts. None
of these parts are expensive or difficult to replace for a DIY person, but bleeding the air out of
the system after repairs is nearly impossible. I had to take them to a local shop to have them do
it for me because we had air in the heater core and it was 20 below zero outside They pressure
tested it and everything was good, but then a month or so later, the water pump started weeping
coolant, and it was due for a timing belt A few months after that I traded it off. The now has 20k
miles on it and the rear shocks are starting to go bad - another common but inexpensive issue. I
did this on at least one of the others and it was easier than I thought, but I'm waiting until spring
to do this car. I still recommend these cars, but you really need to get the right deal on them, as
I did on two of the three I bought. They do tend to have some issues, but they are inexpensive
repairs if done yourself and none of them ever left us stranded anywhere. I actually never
replaced any of the batteries. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,

CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2001 gmc sierra owners manual
2005 suzuki katana
2008 isuzu npr wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

